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Personal Care Products

Over in another galaxy—New York to be specific—a company is fighting off an allegation that its Star
Wars Mandalorian-branded hand sanitizer contained benzene that was not disclosed to consumers in
violation of Proposition 65. Law Street Media writes1)  about how the targeted company has sued the
Prop. 65 enforcer Public Health and Safety Advocates in New York’s Southern District Court.

Federal lawmakers are advancing a bill to ban per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) in
cosmetics, according to a story from Cosmetic Business2) .

The stink continues over benzene in another product—antiperspirant sprays—with Live5News
covering3)  the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA's) announcement of recalls for Sure and Brut
brands of antiperspirant.

Food

In another recall, salted dried plums are being pulled from shelves over concern of lead
contamination, writes PopCulture4)  and SILive5)  and Food Poisoning Bulletin6) .

Environmental Defense Fund and other groups have filed a petition with the FDA to regulate
bisphenol-A in food packaging, citing a recent move by the European Union (EU) to do just that,
writes The Guardian7) .

And the French are cracking down on nitrites in cured meats, reports Rappler8) , with the French
parliament approving a bill that calls for nitrite reductions in meats in response to cancer concerns.

The FDA has issued guidance over residues of the pesticide chlorpyrifos in foods, according to Keller
& Heckman.

Baby Food

A California District Court judge has rejected a motion to dismiss a consumer class action suit against
Plum Organics over allegations that its baby food contains high levels of arsenic and lead, reports
Top Class Actions9) .

Glyphosate



A Canadian court has ordered the Pest Management Regulatory Agency of Health Canada to take
another look at its safety finding which allowed the use of glyphosate in the country, according to
MSN.com10) .

The controversy over glyphosate rages on around the globe, with the Times of India running a
commentary11)  on the question of glyphosate's carcinogenicity.

Clothes

Recent testing of women's workout clothes—such as sports bras and leggings—show that some top
brands contain PFAS, but it is unclear if PFAS are being intentionally added to the clothing,
according to Environmental Health News12) .

Chemicals

The COVID-19 pandemic and all its disruptions has not slowed down private enforcement of Prop.
65—in fact notices of violation have increased over the past two years, according to Kelley Drye &
Warren LLP.

And how about this Prop. 65 warning language mug featured in Pinterest13) —it's unclear if the mug
itself comes with a Prop. 65 warning.

A Canadian professor, with a major rubber ducky collection, weighs in on Prop. 65 while giving a
history of Pilates and a shout out to Cardi B, in this Montreal Gazette opinion piece14) .

Staying in Canada—unexpectedly high levels of phthalates and flame retardants were detected in
Canadian nail salons, reports SciTechDaily15) .

Moving onto the EU, which is now considering a wide ranging proposal to limit hazardous substances
in consumer products as part of its Sustainable Products Initiative, according to Euractiv16) .

And the EU has made another move on chemicals—this time with the European Chemicals Agency
potentially limiting the use of lead—writes the Association of Equipment Manufacturers17) .

And more news about PFAS being detected in all sorts of consumer products, as covered by
WAPT18)  and Yahoo.com19) .

Another reason to hate long commutes in your car—a recent study shows wiping your car seat down
will not cut your exposure to the Prop. 65-listed carcinogen TDCPP, or chlorinated tris, which is found
in the foam of car seats, writes Science Daily20) .

Ski bummer—the EPA has sent out an enforcement alert warning that ski wax products are being sold
that may contain perfluorinated chemicals in violation of the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) as
covered by the National Law Review21)  and Bergeson & Campbell PC.
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